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Four different heat wave definitions (as outlined by Hajat et al, 2006; D’lppoliti
et al, 2010; Anderson and Bell, 2011; Nairn and Fawcett, 2013) were used to characterize
heat wave mortality across the United States. The goal was to identify if certain
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INTRODUCTION

Heat waves are responsible for more deaths in the US than any other
meteorological hazard (Changnon et al., 1996). One of the most memorable heat waves in
US history is the 1995 Chicago Heat Wave. Within five days, the death toll exceeded
500 people (Stone et al., 2010; Whitman et al., 1997), and by the end of the event, the
death toll rose to at least 700 (Semenza et al., 1996). The more recent 2003 European
Heat wave totaled 22,000–45,000 deaths in about two weeks (Patz et al., 2005), and over
70,000 in the span of a few months (Stone et al., 2010; Robine et al., 2008). As the
climate continues to change heat waves are predicted to increase in intensity and
frequency (Basu and Samet, 2002; Yoganathan and Rom, 2001; Chestnut et al, 1998;
Kalkstein and Greene, 1997). According to Patz et al. (2005), heat waves in Chicago and
Paris are expected to increase in frequency by 25% and 31%, respectively, by the year
2090. Identifying who is at risk is an important step in reducing the impact of heat waves.
As heat waves continue to pose a significant threat to public safety, an emphasis has been
placed on understanding at-risk populations, defining heat wave characteristics, and
understanding the relationship between human mortality and heat waves.
The primary objective of this research is to identify how well six different heat
wave definitions characterize heat wave mortality across the United States. A secondary
objective is to identify regional variations in how well each definition characterizes heat
1

wave mortality. These objectives were addressed using descriptive statistics like
Probability of Detection (POD) and False-Alarm Ratios (FAR), allowing us to better
quantify the accuracy of each heat wave definition. Maps were created based upon
descriptive statistics identifying any regional variation present with each heat wave
definition. Accomplishing these objectives would help dispel confusion that comes with
defining a heat wave, improve our understanding of the heat-mortality relationship, and
ultimately help to mitigate loss of life attributed to heat waves.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Variables that impact heat wave mortality
The relationship between extreme temperature and mortality has been studied

among US Army recruits since the 1940s and 1950s (Basu and Samet, 2002; Schickele,
1947; Stallones et al., 1957). Since then, various studies have examined the individual
and combined effects of maximum and minimum temperature, humidity, surface ozone,
air-mass types, and wind speed on human mortality (Gasparrini and Armstrong 2011;
Basu and Samet, 2002; Kalkstein and Davis, 1989; D’lppoliti et al., 2010, Nairn et al).
As a result, several meteorological indices now exist that attempt to incorporate the
combined effects of meteorological variables on the human body. The most commonly
referenced index in the United States (in research and application) is the heat index
(apparent temperature), which was developed by R.G. Steadman and adjusted for use by
the National Weather Service (NWS) (Steadman, 1979a,b,1984). The heat index is a
measure of how the atmosphere feels to people, that is typically based on dew point
temperature and air temperature. Apparent temperature incorporates dew point
temperature and air temperature but can also include other variables like wind speed and
direction. These meteorological variables in addition to, timing and duration of a heat
wave, regional climatic differences, and adaptation methods influence heat wave
mortality.

3

It is understood that the timing and duration of a heat wave have a notable impact
on heat wave mortality. Heat waves that occur toward the end of spring and beginning of
summer typically have a higher number of associated deaths. After the occurrence of the
first heat wave, following heat waves tend to take fewer lives due to an acclimated
population and reduced number of people who are susceptible to heat waves (Bell and
Anderson, 2010; Basu and Samet, 2002; Kalkstein and Smoyer, 1993; Gover, 1938;
Wolfe et al., 2000). The longer the duration of the heat wave, the greater its impact on the
general population, which can lead to worsened health complications, like stroke,
hypothermia, dehydration, and death (Anderson and Bell, 2010).In fact, Kalkstein and
Davis (1989) found that the duration has a larger impact on the general population than
the intensity (described by maximum temperature).
Geography is another important factor in understanding heat wave mortality.
Kalkstein and Davis (1989) identified that a heat wave’s impact on mortality in the
summer is relative as opposed to absolute. For example, an event that is considered a
heat wave in the Northeast might not have the same impact or even be considered a heat
wave in the Southeast. This relative impact is caused by differences in regional climates
and different adaptation methods of various populations. Hot and humid or hot and dry
air masses have a greater impact on mortality in locations in which that air mass (and
associated temperatures and humidity) is uncommon (Basu and Samet, 2002; Kalkstein
and Greene, 1997). These locations also tend to experience large variations in yearly
temperature range, which show the strongest relationship between heat waves and
mortality (Kalkstein and Davis, 1989).

4

2.2

At-risk populations
Any population can experience negative health effects associated with heat

waves. However, there are specific groups that have been identified as more vulnerable.
Several studies have acknowledged the elderly, ranging anywhere from excess of 65
years to 75 years of age as one the most at-risk groups to heat waves (Basu and Samet,
2002; Landsberg, 1981; Medina-Ramon, 2006). Other groups that are highly vulnerable
to heat waves include: the disabled, infants under the age of one, those with low income,
and certain ethnic groups. Typically, those belonging to these groups do not have the
means to properly prepare or adapt to the impact of heat waves. For example, those who
are socially isolated were among the highest at-risk populations impacted by the 1995
Chicago heat wave (Semenza et al., 1996). The physical characteristics of the urban
environment can also increase the risk urban populations have to heat waves.
The influences of the urban heat island, urban structures, and excess heat created
by generators, vehicles, and other mechanical sources enhance the impacts of heat waves
in highly urbanized areas (Stone et al., 2010; Oke, 1982). The urban heat island is a
phenomenon in which cities experience higher temperatures than surrounding suburban
and rural areas (Stone et al., 2010). The additional heat produced by the urban heat island
enhances the risk to heat waves of urban populations (Stone et al., 2010; Clarke, 1972).
2.3

Analysis of Heat Wave/Mortality
Understanding heat wave mortality requires an understanding of how mortality

data are retrieved and analyzed. Under-reporting of heat-related deaths leads to an underrepresentation of heat wave mortality (Basu and Samet, 2002). It is the responsibility of
each US state to compile death certificates into larger online databases. When death
5

certificates are filled out, it is rare that heat wave or heat-related causes are listed as cause
of death. Heat waves tend to increase the risk of various causes of death (Smoyer et al.,
2000; Kilbourne, 1989). In situations like this, the most-common causes of death are
cardiovascular, respiratory, and/or preexisting cerebrovascular diseases (Basu and Samet,
2002; Bull and Morton, 1978; Ellis and Nelson, 1978; Ellis et al., 1980). The National
Association of Medical Examiners Ad Hoc Committee has made attempts to better define
a heat-related death. Under their guidelines, cause of death would be considered a heatrelated if death was due to heat stroke or hyperthermia with body temperature of at least
105 °F at the time of death or if ambient temperature at the location of death was elevated
at time of death (Basu and Samet, 2002; Shen et al, 1998).
There is another approach to handling heat wave mortality data. This approach
involves standardizing gross mortality values to determine the number of people dying
from heat waves. Total mortality is standardized by population change and time of year.
Then the differences between the standardized daily mortality and the mortality of the
heat wave day can be calculated. The subjectivity in determining cause-of-death is
removed with this method. The difference provides better estimation of the excess
mortality due to a heat wave (Dixon et al, 2005; Kalkstein, 1991).
Two common ways to analyze heat wave mortality data is apparent in the
literature. The first is an episodic analysis. Episodic analyses of heat waves analyze
specific heat wave events and assess risk by comparing the non-heat wave days to the
heat wave days. With this approach, mortality data is viewed as a total number per heat
wave event (Gasparrini and Armstrong, 2011; Basu and Samet, 2002). The second
approach is time-series analysis. Time-series analysis considers heat wave variables (e.g.
6

temperature) as a continuous risk factor. In a time-series analysis, the lag structure
between temperature and mortality can be better identified because the heat wave is being
analyzed continuously throughout time (Braga et al., 2001). The time-series approach is
useful when considering the timing of the heat wave event.
2.4

Definitions of heat waves
Defining a heat wave can be ambiguous and lead to various definitions. Robinson

(2000) defines a heat wave as an extended period of time of unusually high heat stress
(characterized by temperature, humidity, or other atmospheric conditions), which affects
people to adjust their way of life and can cause adverse health effects. As previously
mentioned, the use of apparent temperature in defining a heat wave is very common. The
NWS does not have a formal definition for a heat wave but does issue excessive heat
outlooks, excessive heat watches, and excessive heat warnings/advisories. While apparent
temperature is not the only deciding factor, it is an important factor forecasters use to
issue excessive heat outlooks, watches, and warnings. If the heat-index temperature is
expected to exceed 105—110 °F for at least 2 days then the National Weather Service
will alert the public to the threat of excessive heat. The threshold for alerting the public
does vary depending upon local climate. While heat-index temperature is useful in
forecasting heat waves this standard alone is not useful in capturing the relationship
between heat waves and mortality (Robinson, 2000).
D’lppoliti et al. (2010) used maximum apparent temperature and minimum
temperature to define heat waves. By their definition, heat waves were classified by
intensity, duration, and timing during the summer. The impact of the heat wave was
estimated by percentage of increase in mortality during heat wave days compared to non7

heat wave days. D’lppoliti et al. (2010) defined a heat wave in two different ways. First,
defined as a period of at least two days when the maximum apparent temperature was
above the 90th percentile of the monthly distribution of apparent temperature. The
second defined as a period of at least two days with a minimum temperature above the
90th percentile and the apparent temperature above the median monthly value. This
approach uses a relative threshold for qualifications of a heat wave, which accounts for
regional differences in local climate.
More recently, Nairn et al. (cited 2013) have developed a definition that uses
average daily temperature, which is average maximum and minimum temperature within
a 24-hour period. The average daily temperature was used to develop the three indices
that characterize heat waves. The first is a relative index that identifies the difference
between mean average daily temperature over a 3-day period and the mean average daily
temperature over the previous 30 days. The second is an absolute index that uses the 95th
percentile of average daily temperature. This method is described as more absolute and
provides a measure of statistical significance. Third is a measure of excess heat and is a
combination of the two previous indices.
Many approaches have been used to define heat waves, which affect our
understanding of heat mortality and heat related risk (Robinson, 2000; Kalkstein and
Davis, 1989; Smoyer et al., 2000; D’lppoliti et al., 2010; Nairn et al.). These various
approaches provide a clear example of the complexity in defining heat waves. This
research will help tie together current literature, by comparing how well each definition
characterizes the heat wave mortality relationship across various cities in the US.

8

2.5

Hypothesis and objectives
There are a few objectives that I plan to accomplish in the research. First, I plan

to identify how well each heat wave definition characterizes heat wave mortality across
the United States. From this objective, I will then compare the definitions in order to
answer this question, “Is there a single heat wave definition that can adequately
characterize heat wave mortality across the United States?” Second, I hope to identify
regional variations in how well each definition characterizes heat wave mortality. This
would answer the question, “Is a single definition better or worse at characterizing heat
wave mortality for specific regions of the United States?” Accomplishing these
objectives would help dispel some of the confusion that comes with defining a heat wave,
improve our understanding of the heat mortality relationship, and ultimately help to
mitigate loss of life attributed to heat waves.

9

CHAPTER III
DATA AND METHODS

3.1

Methods
Eight metropolitan counties throughout the continental United States (US) were

selected for the study area of this research (figure 2.1.a). Geographic location, population
size, and the level of urbanization of the counties were all considered when selecting
these locations. In order to understand of how the definitions performed in different
climates and populations, counties were selected from various portions of the continental
US. Another important factor was selecting counties with a higher population and that
were mostly urbanized. Heat waves tend to have a greater impact in terms of mortality in
highly populated urban areas.

10

Figure 3.1

The eight locations used in this study are shown above.

This map identifies the cities that encompass the metropolitan counties selected for the
study. The counties used are as follows: King (Seattle), Ramsey (Saint Paul), Cook
(Chicago), Suffolk (Boston), Sacramento (Sacramento), Pima (Tucson), Bexar (San
Antonio), and Fulton (Atlanta).
The mortality data was attained from the National Center for Health Statistics
(NCHS) and consisted of individual records of death for each US county between 1975—
2004. This dataset contains demographic information (i.e., age, sex, county of residence)
and mortality information (i.e., cause-of-death and county of death). The meteorological
data for each county was obtained from Land-Based Datasets from the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC). The specific meteorological data examined will differ based on the
criteria for each definition.
All-cause mortality was aggregated based upon day and location. Once
aggregated the daily mortality values were detrended by subtracting the aggregate daily
mortality value by the slope of the plotted daily mortality multiplied by the day in
11

question Detrending daily mortality was done in order to account to change in population
demographic and size a location experienced throughout the study period. Daily excess
mortality values were calculated for each county using a bootstrap re-sampling method.
The 95th percentile of the detrended daily mortality values were bootstrapped; replication
occurred 1000 times. This method provided the advantage of increasing certainty with a
small dataset. Confidence intervals, of the bootstrapped 95th percentile mortality values
were calculated. An excess mortality day was defined as day in which detrended
mortality was above the lower limit (or the 2.5 percentile) of the bootstrapped 95th
percentile.
I compared four heat wave definitions attained from previous literature (D’lppoliti
et al., 2010; Nairn and Fawcett; Hajat at al., 2006; Anderson and Bell, 2011). Each heat
wave definition incorporated different meteorological variables and methods that impact
the excess mortality associated with each heat wave. The heat wave definitions identified
heat waves that occurred for the months of June, July, and August from 1975–2004. Most
of the heat wave definitions incorporated three distinct components to identify heat
waves. The first component consisted of the meteorological variables that are chosen to
define a heat wave. The second is the intensity threshold, which was the value that must
be reached in order to define a heat wave. These thresholds were either absolute (i.e., a
defined temperature) or relative (i.e., a percentile). Finally, duration was the third
component. Duration was the required minimum amount of consecutive days that a
meteorological variable is beyond the intensity threshold. Duration was used to define the
period of a heat wave. While these three components were common among all of the heat

12

wave definitions, each definition had its own variations. These specific variations are
outlined below.
Finally, I incorporated 0-, 1-, and 2-day lags onto the dataset and then assessed
the accuracy of each heat wave definition through the differences in excess mortality.
Incorporating lagged days accounted for the lag between onset of heat wave conditions
and associated mortality. The excess mortality data was lagged to the heat wave data. A
0-day lag set the excess mortality of day one to the heat wave data of day one. A 1-day
(2-day) lag set the excess mortality of day two (day three) to the heat wave data on day
one. These three lag days also provided a historical perspective and forecasting
application. For example, if a 2-day lag produced better accuracy among heat wave
definitions, then a 2-day lag could provide emergency responders a 2-day warning of
increases in mortality.
Probability of Detection (POD), False-Alarm Ratio (FAR), and Heidke Skill
Score (HSS) were calculated for each heat wave definition, using excess mortality days
as the observed values and heat wave days as forecasted values. This approach assumes
that if that all excess mortality in the study should be due to an occurring heat wave. A
“hit” consisted of an occurrence of a heat wave day and corresponding excess mortality
day. A “miss” consisted of a day that was identified as a non-heat wave day and an
excess mortality day. A “false-alarm” consisted of an occurrence of a heat wave day and
corresponding non-excess mortality day. A “correct rejection” consisted of a non-heat
wave day corresponding to a non-excess mortality day. Some “miss” days could have
been days in which excess mortality was not due to a heat wave, e.g., excess mortality
due to flooding. Therefore, a procedure to remove these “miss” situations from the data
13

set was applied. If a day was identified as a “miss” among every heat wave definition
then that day was discarded.
The statistical analysis allowed for the assessment of the accuracy of each heat
wave definition based upon the heat wave mortality. The POD is a ratio of the correctly
recognized heat wave days to the total number of excess mortality days. The FAR
compares the frequency of incorrectly identified heat wave days to the total number of
heat wave days. The HSS measures the success of identified heat wave and non-heat
wave days relative to what would occur based on base climatology. I compared accuracy
of each heat wave definition per location. From here the secondary objective of this
research was addressed. For each county the definitions were ranked based upon POD,
FAR, and HSS. Using ArcGIS software, three maps were created, one for each lag day
scenario. The maps identified the best definition for each location and were useful in
identifying potential geospatial patterns that might exist with the definitions. The best
definition was determined by (a) the highest HSS value, (b) identifying the definition in
which HSS values were statistically different from those of other definitions, (c) smaller
confidence interval range. For example, an ideal situation would be a definition that
scores an HSS value of 1 and is statistically different from all other heat wave definitions.
3.2

Heat Wave Definitions
This section outlines the specific criteria for each heat wave definition.
Hajat et al., 2006:


Meteorological Variables:
o Maximum Temperature (degree Celsius), Minimum
Temperature(degree Celsius), Mean Temperature (degree Celsius),
Apparent Temperature (
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)(degree Celsius)



Apparent temperature incorporates the other variables.






Intensity:
o Measured using 98th percentile, 99th percentile, or 99.5 percentile
of daily temperatures in whole data set (i.e., over all of the year)



Duration:
o Minimum of 2 consecutive days with temperature above the
intensity thresholds.

The Hajat (2006) definition was broken up into three different definitions. The
“Hajat 98,” “Hajat 99,” and “Hajat 99.5” were created, each one incorporating different
percentile thresholds. Hereafter, the “Hajat 98”, “Hajat 99”, and “Hajat 99.5” definitions
will be referred to as H98, H99, and H99.5, respectively.
D’lppoliti et al., 2010:


Meteorological Variables:
o Maximum Apparent Temperature (
(𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 )





= Air Temperature;

), Minimum Temperature

= Dew Point Temperature

Intensity:
o

exceeds the 90th percentile of the monthly distribution
OR

o

𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 exceeds the 90th percentile of the monthly distribution and
exceeds the median monthly value.

o Heat waves are split into high intensity heat waves (if
monthly 95th percentile). Low intensity heat waves (if
monthly 95th percentile).


Duration:
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was >=
was <

o At least 2 consecutive days where one of the two intensity
thresholds are met.
The D’lppoliti et al (2010) definition was broken up into a “low-threshold
D’lppoliti” and “high-threshold D’lppoliti” definition. The “low-threshold D’lppoliti”
definition will be referred to as D-L hereafter. The “high-threshold D’lppoliti” definition
will be referred to as D-H hereafter.
Anderson and Bell, 2011:






Meteorological Variables:
)
o Daily mean temperature (
 Daily mean temperature is used to identify heat waves.
Intensity:
o Threshold
>95th percentile of the daily distribution of mean
temperature for the entire study period.
Duration:
o At least 2 consecutive days with the intensity threshold met.

The Anderson and Bell (2011) will be referred to as “AB” hereafter.
Nairn and Fawcett (2013):


Meteorological Variables:
o Daily Mean Temperature (average of maximum and minimum
temperature within 24 hours)

i. 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =


𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛
2

Intensity:
o Thresholds are defined using three indices (Excess Heat Index (
), Heat Stress Index (

i.

), Excess Heat Factor (

)).

Excess Heat Index (
), is an anomaly of three-day
daily mean temperature with respect to the 95th percentile
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of the climatological daily mean temperature(1971 to
2000).
a.
ii. Heat Stress Index (
) is the difference of three-day
mean temperature with respect to the daily mean
temperature of the past 30-days.
a.
iii. Excess Heat Factor (
), is a combination of
that identifies high impact heat waves.
and
a.


Duration:
o Minimum of 3 consecutive days where

> 0,

> 0,

The Nairn and Fawcett (2013) definition, referred to as “NF” hereafter, was not
subset this way because the EHF incorporates both EHIs in calculated heat waves.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Definition Performance
Point of clarification: the definitions are not designed to predict excess mortality

they are designed to predict heat wave days. However, excesses in mortality can be
attributed to the impacts of heat waves. Therefore, the aim of these methods and results
was to assess how well these heat wave definitions predict days of excess mortality based
upon the occurrence of heat wave days. The best and worst performing definition varies
with each lagged dataset. The statistical analyses of the definitions were performed at a 0day lag, 1-day lag, and 2-day lag. The different lagged datasets produced different
results.
4.1.1
4.1.1.1

Bexar County San Antonio
Bexar Zero Day Lag
The D-L definition had the highest POD (0.647) and lowest FAR (0.927) (Figure

4.1). The D-L POD outscored the D-H POD by 0.353. The NF definition had the secondhighest POD (0.353), and AB definition had the third-highest POD (0.176). All three
Hajat definitions had the lowest POD values (Figure 4.1). FAR values remained high
among all the definitions and highest for all three Hajat definitions. The D’lppoliti
definitions produced the lowest FAR. The HSS score was the highest among the D-H and
18

D-L definitions, 0.139 and 0.119 respectively. The HSS confidence interval plot (Figure
4.2) showed that despite having higher HSS values, the D-H and D-L definitions are only
statistically different from the H-99 definition.

Figure 4.1

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for Bexar County (San Antonio).

HSS values are denoted in black color. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values
are denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.2

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for Bexar County (San Antonio)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions.
4.1.1.2

Bexar One Day Lag
Almost all of the definitions improved their scores with the 1-day lagged dataset

when compared to the 0-day lagged dataset (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3). The POD for the
D-H, AB, and NF definitions all improved. However, the POD for the D-L definition
remained the highest (0.450) it did decrease from the POD value in the 0-day lagged
dataset. The FAR values decreased for every definition using the 1-day lagged dataset,
except the H99.5 definition which remained (0.900). The D-H definition had the lowest
FAR value (0.880) and the highest HSS value (0.161). The HSS values were positive for
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every heat wave definition. In addition to the D-H definition, the HSS score improved
for the AB and NF definitions when using the 1-day lagged dataset (Figure 4.3).
However, the confidence interval analysis identified that the D-H definition is not
statistically different than any other definition for this location and lag day (Figure 4.4).
In fact, in this case there is not a single definition that was statistically different from at
least one other definition.

Figure 4.3

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for Bexar County (San Antonio)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.4

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for Bexar County (San Antonio)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions.
4.1.1.3

Bexar Two Day Lag
With a value of 0.550 the H98 definition had a higher POD value than the other

definitions (Figure 4.5). The second highest and third highest POD values were produced
from the NF (0.450) and D-L (0.350) definitions. While the POD value of the D-H
definition improved from the 0-day to 1-day lagged dataset, the POD dropped from 0.300
to 0.200 when the 2-day lagged dataset was used. FAR values remained fairly constant
with each lagged dataset across the definitions. The H99.5 definition had the highest
possible FAR value (1.000), which indicated every predicted heat wave was a false alarm
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with respect to excess mortality. The lowest FAR values came from the AB and D-H
definitions, which were 0.889 and 0.920 respectively.
The highest HSS value (0.143) occurred with the AB definition. Despite
producing the highest HSS value, the confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.6) indicated
that the AB definition is only statistically different from the H99.5 definition, which was
the lowest scoring definition. The H98 definition had the second highest HSS value and a
smaller confidence interval range than the AB definition. The H98 definition was
statistically different from the H99.5 and the D-L definitions. The median of the D-L
definition (0.0633) was just outside the lower limit of the H98 definition (0.0638).
Similarly, the median of the H98 definition (0.131) is just outside the upper limit of the
D-L definition (0.127).
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Figure 4.5

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for Bexar County (San Antonio)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.6

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for Bexar County (San Antonio)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions.
4.1.2
4.1.2.1

Cook County Chicago
Cook Zero Day Lag
The highest POD values, resulted from the NF (0.672) and D-L (0.586)

definitions (Figure 4.7). While, the lowest POD values occurred with the H99.5 (0.086)
and D-H (0.138) definitions. Despite the similarity in the definitions the D-H and D-L
definitions produced very different POD values. FAR values remained high among all the
definitions, however the AB definition stood out with a relatively lower FAR value of
0.716 (Figure 4.7). Despite low values, the HSS scores were positive for each heat wave
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definition, which signified that every definition was better than chance at predicting hit
scenarios. The highest HSS values, 0.314 and 0.272, occurred with the AB and H99
definitions. Confidence interval analysis of HSS values (Figure 4.8) identified that the
AB definition is statistically different from the D-H, H99.5, and NF definitions.
However, the AB definition is not statistically different from the D-L, H98, and H99
definitions. The H99 definition was only statistically different from the H99.5 and D-H
definitions.

Figure 4.7

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for Cook County (Chicago)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.8

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for Cook County (Chicago)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.2.2

Cook One Day Lag
With the exception the D-L definition, every definition improve their POD scores

with the 1-day lagged dataset when compared to the 0-day lagged dataset (Figure 4.7 and
Figure 4.9). The NF definition had the highest and most improved POD, increasing from
0.672 to 0.804. The D-H definition had the lowest POD value, 0.143. With the exception
of the D-H and D-L definitions the FAR values of every definition decreased in the 1-day
lagged dataset. The H99.5 definition had the lowest and most improved FAR value,
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which decreased from 0.688 in the 0-day lag scenario to 0.438 in the 1-day lag scenario.
The 1-day lag FAR value of the D-H definition did not increase or decrease when
compared to the 0-day lag FAR value of the same definition.
With the exception of the D-L definition the HSS value of every definition
increased when comparing the zero and one day lag scenarios. The highest 1-day lag
HSS values resulted from the AB (0.379) and H99 (0.348) definitions. The lowest HSS
values occurred with the D-H (0.139) definition. According to the confidence interval
analysis (Figure 4.10) the AB definition was statistically different from every definition
expect for two, which were the H98 and H99 definitions. The H99 definition had second
highest HSS value; it was only statistically different from the D-H and D-L definitions.

Figure 4.9

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for Cook County (Chicago)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.10

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for Cook County (Chicago)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.2.3

Cook Two Day Lag
With a value of 0.860 the NF definition had a higher POD value than the other

definitions (Figure 4.11). The definitions are consistent in that the definitions with the
highest and lowest POD values were the same in all three lagged datasets. FAR values
increased slightly with every definition except the NF definition. The highest increase in
FAR values occurred with the H99 definition. The H99 FAR value increased by 0.11
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from 0.650 in the 1-day lag scenario to 0.767 in the 2-day lag scenario. Despite a slight
increase the H99.5 definition remained the definition with the lowest (0.500) FAR value.
The AB definition continued to produce the highest (0.346) HSS value. The NF
definition produced the second highest (0.264) HSS value. The lowest (0.123) HSS value
occurred with the D-H definition. The confidence analysis (Figure 4.12) showed the AB
definition was statistically different from every other definition except H98 and the NF.
The NF definition was only statistically different from the D-H and D-L definitions.

Figure 4.11

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for Cook County (Chicago)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.12

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for Cook County (Chicago)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.3
4.1.3.1

Fulton County Atlanta
Fulton Zero Day Lag
The NF definition produced the highest POD value, 0.789. This POD value far

exceeded the POD values of all other definitions (Figure 4.13). While the lowest POD
values occurred with the H99.5 (0.026) and D-H (0.079) definitions. FAR values were
high among all the definitions. The lowest FAR values, 0.871 and 0.880, resulted from
the H99 and NF definitions respectively (Figure 4.13). Each heat wave definition
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produced positive HSS values, the highest value (0.187) occurred with the NF definition.
The second highest HSS value (0.143) occurred with the H98 definition. The lowest HSS
value (0.023) resulted from the H99.5 definition.
The confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.14) revealed that the NF definition was
statistically different from H99.5, D-L, D-H, and AB definitions. There was a small
statistical difference between the AB and NF definitions. The median (0.127) of AB
confidence interval was slightly lower than the lower limit (0.128) of the NF confidence
interval. The H98 and H99 definitions were statistically different from the D-H and
H99.5 definitions.

Figure 4.13

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for Fulton County (Atlanta)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.14

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for Fulton County (Atlanta)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.3.2

Fulton One Day Lag
The 1-day lagged POD values either increased slightly (ranging between 0.017-

0.034) or decreased (ranging between 0.005 -0.063), when compared to the 0-day lagged
dataset (Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.15). Improved POD scores occurred with D-L, H98,
and NF definitions. The highest (0.824 and 0.412) POD values occurred with the NF and
H98, respectively. The H99.5 definition had the lowest (0.000) possible POD value,
which indicated that no hits occurred with this definition. FAR values did not change
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much from the 0-day lag to 1-day scenarios. The 1-day FAR values ranged between
0.887-1.000. The lowest FAR value resulted from the H99 definition and the highest
FAR value came from the H99.5 definition. Between the 0-day and 1-day lag scenarios
most definitions produced a slight decrease in HSS values, ranging from 0.006 – 0.052.
The D-L definition was the only definition that resulted in a slight increase (0.004) in
HSS value. The highest 1-day lag HSS values (0.175 and 0.137) occurred with the NF
and H98 definitions, respectively. The lowest HSS value (-0.011) resulted from H99.5
definition. The confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.16) indicated that the NF definition
was statistically different from AB, D-H, D-L, and H99.5 definitions. The H98 definition
was statistically different than the AB, D-H, and H99.5 definitions, but not the D-L
definition.

Figure 4.15

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for Fulton County (Atlanta)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.16

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for Fulton County (Atlanta)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.3.3

Fulton Two Day Lag
Similar to the previous Fulton County (Atlanta) results, the NF definition had the

highest 2-day lag POD value, 0.771 (Figure 4.17). The lowest POD value, 0.029, resulted
from the D-H and H99.5 definitions. The 2-day lag POD values decreased from 1-day
POD values for every definition except the H99.5 definition, which experienced a 0.026
increase. The FAR values remained high for all the definitions, ranging between 0.89 –
0.984. The highest FAR value occurred with the D-H definition and lowest resulted from
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the NF definition. Overall, the 2-day lag HSS values decreased from 1-day HSS values
for every definition except the H99.5 definition, which experienced a 0.037 increase. The
NF and H98 definitions produced the highest (0.166 and 0.113) HSS values. The lowest
(0.000) HSS value resulted from D-H definition. The 2-day lag confidence interval
analysis (Figure 4.18) indicated that the NF definition was statistically different from
every other heat wave definition. The H98 definition is statistically lower than the NF
definition. The H98 definition is also statistically different than D-H, D-L, H99, and
H99.5 definitions.

Figure 4.17

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for Fulton County (Atlanta)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.18

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for Fulton County (Atlanta)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.4
4.1.4.1

King County Seattle
King Zero Day Lag
The largest (0.681 and 0.638) POD values resulted from the NF and D-L

definitions. The lowest (0.085) POD value occurred with the H99.5 definition (Figure
4.19). FAR values were high, ranging between 0.831-0.892. The lowest FAR value
occurred with the D-H definition and the highest occurred with the NF definition.
Positive 0-day lag HSS values were found for every heat wave definition, the highest
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value (0.209 and 0.205) resulted from the D-L and H98 definitions. The lowest HSS
value (0.096) occurred with the H99.5 definitions. Confidence interval analysis (Figure
4.20) indicated that the D-L definition was only statistically different from the H99 and
H99.5 definitions. The H98 definition was not statistically different from any of the other
definitions.

Figure 4.19

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for King County (Seattle)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.20

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for King County (Seattle)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.4.2

King One Day Lag
The 1-day lagged POD values decreased for every definition with the exception of

the NF and D-H definition when compared with the 0-day lag POD values (Figure 19 and
Figure 21). The increase in POD values of the NF and D-H was very small, 0.005 and
0.001 respectively. The highest (0.686 and 0.569) POD values resulted from the NF and
D-L definitions, respectively. The lowest (0.059) POD value occurred with the H99.5
definition. FAR values from the 0-day lag to the 1-day lag decreased, (between 0.01039

0.015) for the AB, D-H, and NF definitions. The FAR values from the 0-day lag to the 1day lag increase (between 0.005-0.038) for the D-L, H98, H99, and H99.5 definition.
The lowest (0.815)1-day lag FAR value resulted from the D-H definition. All of the 1day HSS scores were positive and the AB, D-H, and NF definitions increased their HSS
values from their 0-day lag HSS values. The increase in HSS values ranged between
0.007-0.014. The highest (0.199) 1-day lag HSS value occurred with the AB definition.
The second highest (0.191) HSS value resulted from the D-L definition.
The confidence interval analysis (Figure 22) indicated that the AB definition is
not statistically different from the second highest scoring definitions, D-H and D-L.
Additionally, the AB definition is not statistically different than the H98 and NF
definitions. The AB definition is statistically different when compared to the H99 and
H99.5 definitions. Similarly, the D-H and D-L definitions are only statistically different
from the H98 and H99 definitions.
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Figure 4.21

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for King County (Seattle)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.22

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for King County (Seattle)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the three definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.4.3

King Two Day Lag
The 2-day lag POD values decreased from the 1-day lag POD values for every

definition except the NF definition (Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.23). The NF definition had
the highest (0.784) 2-day lag POD value. The second highest (0.405) POD value occurred
with the D-L definition. The lowest (0.027) POD value occurred with the H99.5
definition. The 2-day lag FAR values increased from the 1-day lag FAR values for every
definition. These values increased anywhere between 0.020 and 0.123. The highest
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(0.962) FAR value resulted with H99.5 definition, while the lowest (0.892) value
occurred with the AB definition. The 2-day lag HSS values decreased slightly from the
1-day HSS values. Among the definitions the decrease ranged between 0.021 and 0.128.
The NF and AB definitions produced the highest (0.150 and 0.134) HSS values. The
lowest (0.019) HSS value occurred with the H99.5 definition. The confidence interval
analysis (Figure 4.24) revealed that the NF definition was statistically different from
every other definition, except the AB definition. The AB definition however was only
statistically different from one other definition, the H99.5 definition.

Figure 4.23

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for King County (Seattle)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.24

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for King County (Seattle)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.5
4.1.5.1

Pima County Tucson
Pima Zero Day Lag
The highest (0.654) 0-day lag POD value occurred with the NF definition. The

H98 definition produced the second highest (0.462) POD value. Every definition
produced an FAR value that was either equal to or greater than 0.905 (Figure 4.25).The
highest (0.984) FAR value occurred with the D-H definition. The highest (0.130 and
0.114) HSS values occurred with the AB and H98 definitions, respectively. The lowest
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(0.007) HSS value resulted from the D-H definition. The confidence interval analysis
(Figure 4.26) showed that the AB and H98 definitions were only statistically different
from the D-H definition, which produced the lowest HSS value. The NF definition, which
had the third highest (0.096) HSS value, was statistically different from the D-H and the
H99 definition.

Figure 4.25

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for Pima County (Tucson)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.26

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for Pima County (Tucson)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the three definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.5.2

Pima One Day Lag
With the exception of the H98 definition, the 1-day lag POD values were higher

than the 0-day lag POD values (Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.27). The increase in POD values
were small ranging between 0.014 and 0.052. The highest (0.677 and 0.452) POD values
were produced from the NF and D-L definitions respectively. The lowest (0.065) POD
value occurred with the D-H definition. The 1-day lag FAR values were slightly lower,
ranging between 0.014-0.091, than the 0-day lag FAR values. The only exception was the
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H98 definition, which increased by 0.006 with the 1-day lag. The highest (0.968) FAR
value occurred with D-H definition. The lowest (0.818) FAR value resulted from the
H99.5 definition. HSS values increased between 0.016 and 0.068 with the 1-day lag.
Again, the only exception was the H98 definition, whose HSS value decreased by 0.017.
The AB and H99.5 definition experienced the highest (0.157 and 0.141) HSS values. The
NF definition produced the third highest (0.118) HSS value. The lowest (0.025) HSS
value occurred with the D-H definition. The confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.28)
showed the AB definition was only statistically different from the D-H and H99
definitions. Unlike the 0-day lag scenario the NF definition was statistically different
from the same number and same definitions, D-H and H99, as the AB definition. The
H99.5 definition had a larger confidence interval range and was not statistically different
from any other definition.
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Figure 4.27

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for Pima County (Tucson)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.28

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for Pima County (Tucson)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the three definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.5.3

Pima Two Day Lag
The 2-day POD values increased from the 1-day POD values for D-H, D-L, and

H99 definitions (Figure 4.29). The other definitions experienced a decrease in POD
values when moving to the 2-day lag scenario. The highest (0.629) POD value occurred
with the NF and D-L definitions. The lowest (0.057) POD value occurred with the H99.5
definition. The 2-day lag FAR values decreased from the 1-day FAR values for the AB,
D-H, D-L, and H99 definitions. This decrease ranged between 0.004 and 0.081. The H98
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and H99.5 2-day lag FAR values increased from the 1-day lag definitions by 0.006 and
0.091 respectively. The 2-day lag FAR value for the NF definition did not change when
compared to the 1-day lag FAR value. The highest (0.936) FAR value occurred with the
H98 definition. The lowest (0.869) FAR value resulted from the AB definition. The 2day lag HSS values increased from the 1-day HSS values for the AB, D-H, D-L, NF, and
H99 definitions. This increase in HSS values ranged between 0.002 and 0.102. The H98
and H99.5 2-day lag HSS values decreased from the 1-day lag definitions by 0.015 and
0.082 respectively. The highest (0.167 and 0.154) 2-day HSS values were produced from
the AB and D-L definitions respectively. The lowest (0.059) HSS value occurred with the
H99.5 definition. The confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.30) revealed that the AB
definition was statistically different than H98 and H99.5 definitions. The D-L definition
was statistically different than the H98, H99, and H99.5 definitions.
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Figure 4.29

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for Pima County (Tucson)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.30

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for Pima County (Tucson)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.6
4.1.6.1

Ramsey County Saint Paul
Ramsey Zero Day Lag
The highest (0.619 and 0.571) 0-day POD values resulted from the D-L and NF

definitions respectively (Figure 4.31). The lowest (0.048) 0-day POD values occurred
with the H99.5 definitions. FAR values ranged between 0.881 and 0.920. The D-L (NF
and AB) definition(s) produced the lowest (highest) FAR value(s). The highest (0.162)
HSS value occurred with the D-L and H98 definitions. The H99.5 definition resulted in
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the lowest (0.052) HSS value. The confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.32) showed
that the D-L and H98 definitions are statistically different from H99.5 and AB
definitions.

Figure 4.31

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for Ramsey County (Saint Paul)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.32

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for Ramsey County (Saint Paul)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.6.2

Ramsey One Day Lag
The 1-day lag POD values decreased slightly, 0.006-0.069, from the 0-day POD

values for the D-H, D-L, and H98 definitions (Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.33) The H99, NF,
H99.5, and AB definitions experienced an increase, 0.002-0.179, in POD values from the
0-day lag to the 1-day lag scenario. The lowest (0.050) POD value occurred with the
H99.5 definition. The NF and the D-L definitions produced the highest (0.750 and 0.550)
POD values. The 1-day lag FAR values decreased from the 0-day lag FAR values for the
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NF and the AB definitions. The other definitions either experienced an increase in FAR
value or did not change from the 0-day lag scenario. The D-H definition produced the
highest (0.920) 1-day lag FAR value and the H99 definition produced the lowest (0.887)
FAR value. HSS values only decreased for the D-H, D-L, and H98 definition when
comparing the 0-day and 1-day lag HSS values. The highest (0.156 and 0.154) 1-day
HSS values occurred with NF and AB definitions respectively. The lowest (0.054) 1-day
HSS value came from the H99.5 definition. The confidence interval analysis (Figure
4.34) showed that the NF definition was only statistically different from the H99.5 and DH definitions. The AB definition was only statistically different than the H99.5 definition.
The confidence intervals analysis revealed that the definitions did not produce very
different HSS values.

Figure 4.33

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for Ramsey County (Saint Paul)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.34

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for Ramsey County (Saint Paul)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.6.3

Ramsey Two Day Lag
The 2-day lag POD values decreased from the 1-day lag POD values for every

definition except the NF, which increased (Figure 4.33 and figure 4.35). The lowest and
worst possible (0.000) 2-day POD value occurred with the H99.5 definition. The highest
(0.846 and 0.359) 2-day POD values resulted from the NF and D-L definition
respectively. The 2-day lag FAR values increased from the 1-day FAR lag values for
every definition except the NF, which increased. The highest and worst possible (1.000)
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2-day FAR value came from the H99.5 definition. The lowest (0.886) FAR value resulted
from the AB definition. The 2-day lag HSS values decreased from the 1-day lag HSS
values for every definition with the exception of the NF, which increased. The highest
(0.176 and 0.140) HSS values occurred with the NF and AB definitions respectively. The
lowest (-0.011) HSS value occurred with the H99.5 definition. The H99.5 definition was
also the only definition to produce a negative HSS value. Confidence interval analysis
(Figure 4.36) revealed the NF definition was statistically different from every definition
except the AB definition. The AB definition was only statistically different from the D-H
and H99.5 definitions.

Figure 4.35

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for Ramsey County (Saint Paul)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey
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Figure 4.36

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for Ramsey County (Saint Paul)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.7
4.1.7.1

Sacramento County Sacramento
Sacramento Zero Day Lag
The 0-day lag POD values were very high among the H98, H99, and H99.5

definitions (Figure 4.37). The highest (0.951) POD value resulted from the H98
definition. The second highest (0.934) POD value occurred with the H99 and H99.5
definitions. The lowest (0.057) POD value occurred with the AB definition. The FAR
values ranged from 0.904 and 0.935. The highest FAR value resulted from the H99
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definition and the lowest resulted from the AB definition. The highest (0.058) HSS value
came from the D-L definition. The second highest (0.048) HSS value resulted from the
NF definition. The lowest (0.028) HSS value was produced from the H99 definition. The
confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.38) revealed that none of the definitions are
statistically different from one another.

Figure 4.37

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for Sacramento County (Sacramento)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.38

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for Sacramento County (Sacramento)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions.
4.1.7.2

Sacramento One Day Lag
The 1-day lag POD values decreased from the 0-day lag POD values for the AB,

D-H, and D-L definitions (Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.39). The 1-day lag POD values
increased from the 0-day lag POD values for all other definitions. The increase in POD
values ranged between 0.004 and 0.024. The highest (0.966) 1-day lag POD value
resulted from the H98 definition. The H99 and H99.5 definitions produced the second
highest (0.958) 1-day lag POD values. The lowest (0.050) 1-day lag POD value occurred
with the AB and D-H definitions. The 1-day lag FAR values increased from the 0-day lag
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FAR values for every definition except the H99, H99.5, and NF definitions. The 1-day
lag FAR values of these three definitions did not change from the 0-day lag FAR values.
The 1-day lag FAR values ranged between 0.916 and 0.937. The NF definition produced
the lowest 1-day lag FAR value and the D-H definition produced the highest. The 1-day
lag HSS values decreased from the 0-day lag HSS values for the AB, D-H, and D-L
definitions. The 1-day lag HSS values increased from the 0-day lag HSS values for the
other definitions. The highest (0.048 and 0.032) 1-day lag HSS values occurred with the
NF and H99.5 definitions respectively. The lowest (0.012) HSS value resulted from the
D-H definition.
The NF definition produced the highest 1-day lag HSS but it was not statistically
different from any other definition (Figure 4.40). The H99.5 definition produced the
second highest 1-day lag HSS value and was statistically different from the AB, D-H, and
D-L definitions.
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Figure 4.39

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for Sacramento County (Sacramento)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.40

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for Sacramento County (Sacramento)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The confidence intervals are used to
identify if the highest scoring definition is statistically different from the other
definitions.
4.1.7.3

Sacramento Two Day Lag
The 2-day POD values decreased slightly from 1-day POD values for the AB, D-

L, and NF definitions (Figure 4.39 and Figure 4.41). The D-H, H98, and H99.5
definitions experienced no change in POD values between the one and two day lag
scenarios. The H99 definition was the only definition that experienced an increase in
POD values from the 1-day to 2-day lag scenarios. The highest (0.966) 2-day lag POD
value occurred with the H98 and H99 definitions. The H99.5 definition produced the
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second highest (0.958) 2-day lag POD value. The lowest (0.025) POD value occurred
with the AB definition. The 2-day FAR values increased from the 1-day FAR values for
every definition. The 2-day lag FAR values ranged between 0.924 and 0.959. The AB
definition produced the highest 2-day lay FAR value, while the NF definition produced
the lowest FAR value. The HSS values of the D-H, H98, and H99.5 definitions did not
increase or decrease between the 1-day and 2-day lag scenarios. The 2-day lag HSS
values decreased from the 1-day lag HSS values for the AB, D-L, and NF definitions.
The 2-day lag HSS value increased from the 1-day lag HSS value for the H99 definition.
The highest (0.037) HSS value resulted from the NF definition. The second highest
(0.031) HSS value resulted from the H99 and H99.5 definitions. The lowest (-0.007) HSS
value came from the AB definition. There is no statistically difference between the NF,
H99.5, and H99 definitions (Figure 4.42). The NF definition is only statistically different
from the AB definition. However, the H99 and H99.5 definitions are statistically different
from the AB, D-H, and D-L definitions.
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Figure 4.41

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for Sacramento County (Sacramento)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.42

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for Sacramento County (Sacramento)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The confidence intervals are used to
identify if the highest scoring definition is statistically different from the other
definitions.
4.1.8
4.1.8.1

Suffolk County Boston
Suffolk Zero Day Lag
The highest (0.725 and 0.575) 0-day lag POD value resulted from the NF and D-L

definitions respectively (Figure 4.43). The lowest (0.125) 0-day lag POD came from the
D-H definition. The 0-day lag FAR values ranged between 0.750 and 0.919. The highest
0-day lag FAR value resulted from the D-H definition. The lowest FAR value resulted
from the H99.5 definition. The lowest (0.081) 0-day lag HSS value came from the D-H
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definition. The highest (0.217) 0-day lag HSS value resulted from the H99 definition. The
H99.5 definition produced the second highest (0.196) 0-day lag HSS value. The H99
definition produced the highest HSS value it was only statistically different from the D-H
definition (Figure 4.44). The H99.5 definition was not statistically different from any
other definition. The AB and D-L definitions produced 0-day lag HSS values of 0.168
and 0.169.

Figure 4.43

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 0-day
lag dataset for Suffolk County (Boston)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.44

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the zero day lag analysis for Suffolk County (Boston)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.8.2

Suffolk One Day Lag
With the exception of the NF definition, all of the definitions’ 1-day lag POD

values increased compared their 0-day lag POD values (Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.45).
The highest (0.700 and 0.675) 1-day lag POD values occurred with the NF and D-L
definitions. The H99.5 definition resulted in the lowest (0.175) 1-day lag POD value. The
1-day lag FAR value of the H99.5 definition did not change from its 0-day lag FAR
value. The 1-day lag FAR value of the NF definition increased by 0.003 from its 0-day
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lag FAR value. The 1-day lag FAR values for the remainder of the definitions decrease
from their 0-day lag FAR values. The 1-day lag HSS value of the NF definition decreased
by 0.006 from its 0-day lag HSS value. The 1-day lag HSS value of the H99.5 definition
did not change from its 0-day lag HSS value. The 1-day lag HSS values of the other
definitions increased from their 0-day lag HSS values. The increase in HSS values ranged
between 0.027 and 0.060. The highest (0.272 and 0.212) 1-day lag HSS values resulted
from the H99 and H98 definitions respectively. The lowest (0.141) HSS value came from
the D-H definition. The H99 definition was statistically different than the D-H, D-L, and
NF definitions (Figure 4.46). The H98 definition was not statistically different from any
other definition.

Figure 4.45

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 1-day
lag dataset for Suffolk County (Boston)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.46

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the one day lag analysis for Suffolk County (Boston)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the two definitions with the highest HSS
values.
4.1.8.3

Suffolk Two Day Lag
The 2-day lag POD values decreased from the 1-day lag POD values for the AB,

D-L, H98, and H99 definitions (Figure 4.45 and Figure 4.47). The D-H, H99.5, and NF
definitions’ 2-day lag POD values increased from their 2-day lag POD values. The
highest (0.821 and 0.564) POD values occurred with the NF and D-L definitions. The
H99.5 definition produced the lowest (0.179) POD value. The 2-day lag FAR values
increased from the 1-day lag FAR values for every definition except the NF and D-H
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definition. The highest (0.918) FAR value occurred with the D-L definition. The lowest
(0.750) FAR value occurred with H99.5 definition. The 2-day lag HSS values increased
from the 1-day lag HSS values for the D-H, H99.5, and NF definitions. The other
definitions experienced a decrease in HSS values. The highest (0.199 and 0.183) HSS
values resulted from the H99.5 and H99 definitions. The lowest (0.118) HSS value
resulted from the AB definition. The confidence interval analysis (Figure 4.48) revealed
that none of definitions are statistically different from one another.

Figure 4.47

Graph of contingency results for each heat wave definition for the 2-day
lag dataset for Suffolk County (Boston)

HSS values are denoted in black. FAR values are denoted in dark grey. POD values are
denoted in light grey.
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Figure 4.48

Confidence interval plot of HSS values for every heat wave definition for
the two day lag analysis for Suffolk County (Boston)

The confidence intervals are used to identify if the highest scoring definition is
statistically different from the other definitions. The dashed lines occur at the lower limits
(2.5 percentile) of the confidence intervals of the three definitions with the highest HSS
values.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Zero Day Lag Conclusion
At the 0-day lag there does not appear to be one definition that performs the best

for every location across the continental US (figure 4.1.a). The NF definition was the
clear winner for Fulton County (Atlanta). The AB definition was the clear winner for
Cook County (Chicago). These were the only two locations in which the best definition
clearly outperformed the other definitions. The best definitions at the other locations were
not statistically different from at least the majority of the other definitions and were titled
the best because of either a low range of confidence interval and/or a high HSS value.
The D-L definition performed the best for Ramsey County (Saint Paul), King
County (Seattle), and Sacramento (Sacramento). For Ramsey County, the D-L definition
was not statistically different and produced the same HSS value as the other top
definition. D-L definition was chosen because it had a smaller confidence interval range.
D-L was chosen for King and Sacramento counties because it was the highest HSS value,
despite not being statistically different from many other definitions. In Pima County
(Tucson) the NF definition produced the third highest HSS value but was statistically
different from more definitions than the AB and H98 definitions. In Bexar county (San
Antonio) the D-H definition could be considered the best definition despite not being
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statistically different from almost every other definition. Finally, H99 was the best
definition for Suffolk County (Boston) solely because it had the highest HSS value.

Figure 5.1

This figure displays the best performing definition for each location

Best performing definition was determine by identifying the definition that (a) produced
the highest HSS value, (b) was statistically different from the majority of the other
definitions, and in cases where there wasn’t a clear winner (c) had the smallest
confidence interval range. Definitions in which the first two conditions were met were
identified as clearly being the best definitions and are denoted with darker tones and ** in
the legend.
5.2

One Day Lag Conclusion
At the 1-day lag there does not appear to be one definition that performs the best

for every location across the continental US (figure 4.2.a). The NF definition was the
clear winners for both Fulton County (Atlanta) and Ramsey County (Saint Paul). The AB
definition was the clear winner for Cook County (Chicago). These were the only three
locations in which the best definition clearly outperformed the other definitions. The best
definitions at the other locations were not statistically different from at least the majority
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of the other definitions and were titled the best because of either a low range of
confidence interval and/or a high HSS value.
For Bexar County (San Antonio) the D-H definition was not statistically different,
the D-H definition was considered the best definition because it had the highest HSS
value. In King County (Seattle) the AB definition produced a higher HSS value but was
not statistically different from the D-H, D-L, H98, or NF definitions. In Pima County
(Tucson) the AB definition outperformed the NF definition due to a higher HSS value.
With a smaller confidence interval range, the H99.5 definition was statistically different
from the AB, D-H, and D-L definitions. Therefore, the H99.5 definition was the best
definition for Sacramento County (Sacramento). Finally, the H99 definition produced the
highest HSS value and was statistically different from three definitions in Suffolk County
(Boston).
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Figure 5.2

This figure displays the best performing definition for each location

Best performing definition was determine by identifying the definition that (a) produced
the highest HSS value, (b) was statistically different from the majority of the other
definitions, and in cases where there wasn’t a clear winner (c) had the smallest
confidence interval range. Definitions in which the first two conditions were met were
identified as clearly being the best definitions and are denoted with darker tones and ** in
the legend.
5.3

Two Day Lag Conclusion
At the 2-day lag there does not appear to be one definition that performed the best

for every location across the continental US. However, the NF definition clearly
outperformed the other definitions for several locations in the study area (figure 4.3.a).
Additionally, the NF definition was the best definition, for every northern location. The
NF definition performed best in northern locations. However, it is important to note the
NF definition consistently outperformed every definition in Fulton County (Atlanta).
The NF definition was the clear winners for Fulton County (Atlanta), Ramsey
County (Saint Paul), and King County (Seattle). The AB definition clearly outperformed
the other definitions for Cook County (Chicago). These were the only four locations in
which the best definition clearly outperformed the other definitions. The best definitions
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at the other locations were not statistically different from at least the majority of the other
definitions and were titled the best because of either a low range of confidence interval
and/or a high HSS value.
For Bexar County (San Antonio) the AB definition was considered the best L
definition because it had the highest HSS value. Despite a slightly lower HSS value, the
D-L definition was the best definition for Pima County (Tucson) because it was
statistically different from more definitions than the AB definition. The H99 and H99.5
definitions produced the same HSS value (0.031) and are both statistically different from
more definitions than the NF definition. Therefore, H99 or H99.5 definitions would be
the best definitions to use for Sacramento County (Sacramento). Finally, the H99
definition produced the highest HSS value and was statistically different from three
definitions in Suffolk County (Boston). The NF definition was the best definition for
Suffolk County (Boston) despite producing the third highest HSS value, NF definition
was the best definition for Suffolk County (Boston). This definition had a smaller
confidence interval range.
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Figure 5.3

This figure displays the best performing definition for each location

Best performing definition was determine by identifying the definition that (a) produced
the highest HSS value, (b) was statistically different from the majority of the other
definitions, and in cases where there wasn’t a clear winner (c) had the smallest
confidence interval range. Definitions in which the first two conditions were met were
identified as clearly being the best definitions and are denoted with darker tones and ** in
the legend.
It is clear that despite the lag scenario, there is not one single definition that can
adequately characterize heat wave mortality across the United States. Additionally, there
was not a single definition that was better or worse at characterizing heat wave mortality
for specific regions. In the 2-day lag scenario, the NF definition seemed to come close to
being the best for the northern locations. However, the NF only performed marginally
well in Boston and very well in Atlanta.
5.4

Limitations
This study has several limitations. The mortality data set has several issues with

data quality that required the removal of several days. The years 1980-1983 had to be
removed from the analysis for Fulton, King, Pima, and Bexar counties, because of
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excessive missing cases. The mortality dataset has gone through several revisions through
the study period. The most drastic of these revisions was the switch from ICD-9 to ICD10, which occurred between 1998 and 1999. While these revisions did not affect the
number of deaths per day when using gross mortality classification, it did impact the
number of deaths per day when attempting to look at non-accidental deaths. For
example, prior to 1998 the number of deaths per day for Cook County was 2–26 deaths
per day. After 1998 the range of death per day was 40–83. Since, the excess mortality is
based on percentiles and uses all of the data in the study period the threshold for excess
mortality day would be skewed toward the higher death per days. This would result in
fewer excess mortality days earlier in the period of record and more toward the end of the
period of record.
Several of the contingency statistics were affected by the removal of days in
which a “miss” occurred with every definition. These miss days were considered days in
which excess mortality was unrelated to heat waves at all (e.g., excess mortality due to
flash flooding). This assumption helped remove these unrelated heat wave mortality,
there it is far from perfect. Some of the days removed could have been heat wave days
that were not detected by any of the definitions. The impact of removing these miss
situations was most evident in the POD values. Removing miss situations increased the
POD. FAR is largely unaffected by the removal of these days. HSS was impacted but not
to the same extent as the POD.
While some definitions did perform better than others, the overall performance of
the definitions was poorer than expected. However, this study only examined the
coinciding occurrence of heat wave days and excess mortality days. The study did not
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account for socioeconomic changes that a population experienced throughout the period
of record. The occurrence of heat-related death is greatly impacted by the community’s
awareness of the heat waves and their ability to mitigate its impacts, e.g., use of cooling
stations or air-conditioning. A population’s ability to adapt to increasing temperatures
would reduce the occurrence of heat related mortality. The method for calculating excess
mortality used did not have a way to account for this expected change. Accounting for
these changes in the analysis could have an impact in the results of this study.
The use of contingency statistics compares a predicted variable to an observed
one. In this study, excess mortality was considered observed while the heat wave days
were predicated. The goal was to assess how well heat wave definitions can predict heatrelated excess in mortality. An issue and limitation with this is the excess mortality is not
actually an observed phenomena. Daily mortality is observed but what is considered
excess mortality can change depending upon the method used to define excess mortality.
When using contingency statistics this would affect the performance of the heat wave
definitions.
The results of the distribution of top ranking definitions implies that the
definitions perform better in northern locations than southern locations. This may be the
case but this study looked at only eight different locations. The locations were not tested
to ensure they were randomly distributed across the US. This in combination with the low
number of locations makes it hard to say with any certainty that the definitions do
perform better in one region of the US than others.
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5.5

Future Work
This project helped to identify several heat wave definitions that were useful in

predicting excess mortality due to heat waves. Only the meteorological factors related to
heat-related mortality were considered in the prediction of heat wave mortality. This
could be expanded upon by accounting for socio-economic and demographic factors that
related to heat wave mortality. Additionally, the use of a variety of methods for
calculating excess mortality would help assess its impact on the performance of the heat
wave definitions. Finally, performing this analysis on more locations to better understand
how the performance of the definitions changes spatially. This study laid out the frame
work of addressing that question by selecting locations throughout the US. Although,
eight location is not enough to truly assess spatial variation of heat wave definition
performance.
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